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Westward Books, United States, 2018. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English. Brand new Book. Book 5 of The Owen Family SagaJessie
Bingham put heartbreak away to tend to her sister's needs, but when she settled for second best in love, she didn't foresee that James Owen
would come back into her life.The a ermath of the Civil War creates cruel circumstances for the Bingham family. A brutal attack on Jessie's sister,
Hannah Fletcher, drives the extended family to flee to the West. They are soon joined by Heppie Bingham's beau George and his brother, Ned, who
bring news that the Binghams are being pursued by cronies of Hannah's attacker. They fight o that threat, but poverty, bad weather, and
Hannah's frightful secret continue to plague their journey.Nursing her battered heart when she hears James Owen took a wife, Jessie accepts
Ned's o er of marriage, but puts o the wedding until they reach Albuquerque. Then a stop on the trail holds surprises that launch Jessie into a
bewildering tangle of values, emotions, and high adventure.**Novel contains a rape scene and characters discussing Mormon beliefs.**"Marsha
Ward has the uncanny ability to transport readers back in time. You feel the characters' sorrows, hate the villains, cheer the heroes, and sit on the
edge of your seat as one adventure after another unfolds. What a satisfying story this is, with real, believable trials and heart-warming conclusions. I
recommend it to everyone, from history bu s to adventure lovers to romance readers." author Shirley Bahlmann"Marshaling adept storytelling
with an intimate understanding of her subject matter, Marsha Ward delivers loyal fans an exciting continuation of her Owen Family series, while
new readers will rate Trail of Storms a satisfying stand-alone read that will send them back for more. Prepare to be transported to another time . . .
another...
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